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Newleaf is coming, and Leafstar is proud to see SkyClan thriving under her leadership. The woods

are brimming with prey, the warriors den is full, and Leafstar is expecting kits of her own. But a

stranger is lurking near SkyClanâ€™s territory, and Leafstarâ€™s newborn kitsâ€”and the rest of the

young Clanâ€”could be in serious danger.
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I enjoyed this manga book. I always love the insights that The Warriors Manga gives on characters

and backstories about the clans. Purchase this book if you want to know what happens between

Billystorm and Leafstar. Moreover, Sol appears. It is not revealed what he is up to. There are many

interesting things that happen in this short manga story but I am not going to spoil them. I can't wait

for the next book because I hope to find out more about Sol's character. I have read the entire

Power of Three saga, but Sol's appearance was brief. I was unsure what to make of his character.

Definetly, get the book is you are a totally Warriors nerd like me.

My granddaughter loves every single Warrior book and has probably read 95% of them. The Warrior

series has been so inspirational, resulting in my granddaughter creating her own fictional Cat Clan

illustrations and short stories. BTW, she prefers hard copy books and not books on Kindle,



something to note for pre-teens perhaps.

This manga trilogy has an interesting start. While not as good as "The Rise of Scourge" or the

Ravenpaw's Path Trilogy, this book was intriguing enough. And it is a MANGA; a comic, so don't

post negative feedback all because it isn't a chapter book! Thanks!Leafstar, leader of SkyClan, is

expecting kits, and her apprentices start acting stranger and stranger, until she spots them with a

twoleg and they flee. This lures the twoleg to the territory soon enough, and Leafstar and her kits

are brought to the twoleg's nest. Her clanmates are plotting a way to help their leader escape,

meanwhile she meets Sol (known as "Harry" by his twoleg) in the twoleg's nest. Sol is quite a

suspicious character, I have not read much about him. other than in this book.I've wondered what

happens to SkyClan after Firestar's Quest and SkyClan's Destiny, and this book seems interesting.

It's a good start, and I recommend it to Warriors fans and anyone who has wondered what has

happened to SkyClan. The art is decently-drawn, but not my favorite art of the Warriors mangas,

and the book is short (about 80 something pages?), and the last 20 pages or whatever are all ads

for the other books in this series. I do recommend this book. I am looking forward to the next.

The entire SkyClan and the Stranger series was a thrill ride. I absolutely loved how I got to learn

more about each character in manga form. I was so inspired by these books that I'm writing my own

fanfiction about Sol. It's called "Banished", and tells about what Sol does after he gets kicked out of

SkyClan, but before he disrupts the clans at the lake. I definitely suggest reading this short series!

I liked this book, but when Leafstar was trapped in the two-leg nest, I thought that they spent to

much time talking about her thoughts about wanting to go home. And also, when I read about Sol in

long shadows, they described him differently than they did in the Mangas. I recommend the other

manages along with this one. Go cat lovers!

its good very entertaining good for all to read warrior cats are my thing so I read it all as soon as I

got this

SkyClan and the Stranger is a good book. It is another manga of the Warriors series and is just as

well-written and thrilling as all the other books. The one thing I didn't like about this book was the

drawings. You can't really tell one cat from another and most of the cats are way too thin. Erin

Hunter, of course, just made this book into another amazing adventure, this time from the point of



view of Leafstar, SkyClan leader. Some of the other characters you'll encounter in this book are

Echosong, SkyClan's talented medicine cat, Billystorm, a daylight warrior and loving and caring

mate to Leafstar, and Harry, who lives with his owner, an old, cat-loving, lady, whose real name is

Sol. Sol continues on as a character in further series of the Warriors; for example, the third and

fourth. Sol is a strange cat that will leave you wondering about many things that may have answers

and may have not. This book is great, but the drawings are a little iffy.

I bought these books for my 10 year old daughter. She loved them. My 12 year old son picked one

up and ended up reading all of them. So that was a bonus.
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